Energy level data are given for the atom and all positive ions of s.odium (Z = 11). These data have been critically compiled, mainly from published matenal on measurements ana analyses of the optical spectra. We have derived or recalculated the levels for a number of tbe ions. In addition to the level value iu em-' and the panty, the J value and the configuration and term assignments are listed if known. ~ading percentages from tbe calculated eigen"iectors are tabulated wherever available. Iomzatton energ,es are !,:iven for all spectra.
ments of this spectrum from 4664 to 8195 A in one of the earliest spectroscopic applications of an atomic beam excited by electron impact. Except for the 4s 25 level, all levels given here to three decimal places (without brackets) were derived from their wavelength measurements [Risberg, 1956] . The experimental uncertainty of ±0.0005 A given by Meissner and Luft apparently does not allow for error of the Kr wavelength used as the standard, which was taken as 5570.2890 A. Combining an accurate value of the 5570 A line in 86Kr I [Kaufman and Humphreys, 1969] with recent isotope-shift measurements for this line [Jackson, 1979] , we obtain a wavelength of 5570.2894±0.0001 A for the natural Kr mixture used by Meissner and Luft. Correction for the corresponding systematic errors would lower the 3p2po and 4s 2S levels by 0.001 cm-I and the other levels by 0.002 to 0.003 em-I. We have not applied such corrections, but give the levels directly as derived by Risberg. The combined systematic and random errors are about ±0.002 cm-I for the 3p 2po levels and ±0.004 to ±0.006 cm-1 for the other levels based on Meissner and Luft's measurements. The 3d, 4d, 5d, and 6d 2V fine-structure intervals from Meissner and Luft's measurements agree with the best current values (see below) to ±0.001 em-I.
All except two of the two-place levels not in brackets are from Risberg, who measured the spectrum from a hollowcathode source over the range 2852-11 404 A. Johansson's [1961] measurements of several infrared wavelengths (12 679-23 379 A) agreed with values predicted by Risberg's levels except for the 3d 2D_4f2Fo line;
Johansson's redetermination of the 4f2Fo term is used here.
Thp. 4.~ 2S lp.vp.] (given to three places) and the 4p 2po levels as confirmed by Johansson's measurements are probably accurate to ± 0.02 em -I. The other levels determined by Risberg agree with the predictions of series formulae (see below) to within ±0.02 em-I, except for the 9d-lld 2D and 9f2Fo terms. Values of the 7d-11d 2D and 4/-10f 2 Fo terms from series formulae are given below.
The 5g 2G term was derived by Litzen (1970) from his measurement of the 4f-5g wavelength (40431.88 A) with an uncertainty of ±0.01 cm-l in the experimental wavenum· . ber. An error of the 4f 2Fo level and I or a Stark shift of the observed line would contribute to the error of the 5g 2C posltlon, however. Since Litzen deduced probable Stark shifts of ~ 0.07 em -I for the 5g levels in Li I and K I under similar experimental conditions, it seems appropriate to assume an uncertainty at least that large for the Na I 5g 2G level. The quantum-defect' formula used to calculate the higher ng 2C terms given here predicts the 5g 2C level at 37 059.50 em-I.
Risberg derived series formulae fitting the lowest few terms of each of the series ns 25 1/2 , np 2p;/2' np 2p;/2' nd 2D, and nf 2F o , and obtained the quoted ionization energy. The levels given here in brackets have been derived from series formulae with Risberg's value for the ionization limit. Except for the np 2p;/2 levels, the values were calculated with formulae given by Martin [1980] ; the 25, 2po, and 2D formulae are equivalent to the corresponding formulae of Risberg to within <0.01 cm-I in the predicted terms.
In general the uncertainty of the predicted levels with respect to the ground level is equal to the uncertainty of the limit, about ±0.03 em-I. All levels below the ionization limit can be obtained to within this approximate uncertainty from the formulae, the termination of the calculated nl levels tabulated here being arbitrary. The calculated levels are given to three decimal places because the uncertainty of any nl-n'l' separation obtained from the formulae is less than 0.01 cm-1 for sufficiently high nand n'.
A considerable part of the more recent spectroscopy of the alkali atoms has been devoted to observations of Stark andlor hyperfine structures. Data of these types are not included here, but we note that bibliographies covering both subjects through June 1979 are available [see the introduction ]. ns 2S and np 2po Terms: Higher leve.s, np 2po Fine Structure Calculated values are listed for the ns 25 and np 2po levels through n=50. The ns 25 levels for n= 13-50 and the np 2p;/2 levels for n =9-40 were ealeulated with the ns 25 112 (1) and np 2p~/2 quantum~defeet formulae given by Martin. The np 2po terms for n = 41-50 are given at the baricenter of the 2p~/2 and 2p~/2 positions predicted by the re~pective formulae.
The np 2p;/2 levels for 1/ = 9-40 were obtained by adding fine-structure intervals ilEepO) to the np 2p~/2 levels, with A = 179.7±0.4 em-I (5387±12 GHz), B = 73.8±2 cm-1 (2212±60 GHz).
The constants A and B were derived by fitting the experi. mental 3p 2po interval and the np 2po intervals as determined by microwave techniques for n=16-19 [Gallagher et aI., 1977b] and for n=23-25 and 32-36 [Fabre et aI., 1980 ]. An approximate value for the quantum defect n -n *. = 0.855 can be used in evaluating this MepO) expression for high values of n. In fitting the 3p 2po interval, which mainly determines the value of B, we used the n* values of the 2p;/2 level; sufficiently accurate' values of 71, * ep;12) [Risberg, 1956 , Martin, 1980 should be used in evaluating the expression at lower values of n. The predicted 4p and 5p 2po intervals agree with the experimental values to within <0.01 em-I, and the predicted intervals for 6p-8p may well be more accurate than the experimental values. The predicted 9p-15p intervals are more accurate than the corresponding dif-ferencel5 of levdl5 from the Ritz formulae.
The accuracy of the above UepO) formula for high n is much greater than can be shown by the three-place intervals used for the table here, the accuracy of course deriving from the accuracy of the microwave data. For comparisons at the level of accuracy of the microwave data, it should be noted that the predicted intervals for 16p-19p 2po are slightly less than the experimental values, whereas most of the more accurate experimental 2po intervals in the 23p-36p range are slightly less than the formula values. For example, the formula gives intervals of 1067.4 MHz and 495.6 MHz for 18p and 23p 2po, respectively, whereas the experimental values are 1068.4±1.5 MHz [Gallagher et aI., 1977b] and 494.6± 1.2 MHz [Fabre et aI., 1980] . The internal consistency of either the 16p-19p data or the 23p-36p data would correspond to errors of the constants A and B about half those given above. Fabre et a1. [1980] observed millimeter resonances due to ns 2S llZ -n'p 2p;/2 and ns 2S 1I2 -n'P 2p;/2 transitions (n' = n or n' = n + 1) in the ranges n' =23-25 and 32-36. The frequencies of the corresponding transitions obtained from the levels here agree with the accurate microwave data to the nearest 0.001 em-I. The levels here also give agreement with the ns 2S II2 -(n + 1)s 2S 1I2 separations obtained by Goy et a1. [1980] from their observations of two-photon millimeter resonances (n ranging from 32 to 40). The microwave data are much more accurate than ±0.001 em-I, and quantumdefect formulae fitting the results for these high states to within the experimental uncertainties are given by Fabre et a1. [1980] and Goy et a1. An earlier paper by Fabre et a1. [1978] includes several experimental term separations (in the range n=23-41) not remeasured in the more recent work; the results have been compared with ,the predictions of the formulae [Martin, 1980] . Thackeray [1949] observed the 3s 2S Il2 -np 2po series to n=73, but most of his measurements deviate systematically by about 0.2 cm-I from the wavenumbers predicted for these lines by Risberg's data [Risberg, 1956] . The 17p 2po position determined by Dueas and Zimmerman [1977] , 41 028.43 ±0.04 cm-1 , agrees with the predicted v;lue of J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 10, No.1, 1981 41 028.44±0.03 cm-1 (for the baricenter of the 17p 2p~/2 and 2p;/2 levels).
nd 20 Terms and Fine Structure
The tabulation of these terms as obtained from the quantum-defect formula extends through n = 30. Gallagher et a1. [1976b] derived experimental quantum defects for nd, nf, and ng terms in the range n = 13-17 from experimental microwave frequencies corresponding to separations of the types nd-nf, nd-ng, and nd-nh. The quantum defects predicted by the nd 2n formula we used agree with the accurate experimental defects in this range to within equivalent term errors smaller than 0.001 cm-1 [Martin, 1980] . This agreement implies that the uncertainty of the calculated nd 2D levels near and above n= 13 is equal to the uncertainty of the limit, ± 0.03 cm I. Risberg's experimental values for the 7d-lld 2D levels are lower than the calculated values by 0.02 to 0.08 cm-J [Risberg, 1956 , Martin, 1980 ; although Risberg was unable to explain the larger discrepancies. the predicted values for these levels are probably more accurate than the experimental values given in the main table here. We thus list the following predicted nd 2D levels, the fine-::;LcUt::lure iULt!rval:s being taken LU agree LU Lhe ueare::;L 0.001 cm-1 with much more accurate values given in references cited below: . Among the more recent determinations of the inverted nd 2D fine-structure intervals are those by Salour [1976] (n= 3, 6, 7, 8) , Eckstein et a1. [1978] (n=4), Fredriksson and Svanberg [1976] (n=4-9) , Fabre et a1. [1975] (n=9-16) , Gallagher et al. [1976a ] (n=11-16), Callagher et a1. [1977b (n= 15-17), and Leuchs and Walther [1979] (n=21-31) . The measurements for the 4£1-17 d and 21d-31d terms have yielded the intervals with stated uncertainties of ± 1 to ±0.1 MHz (±0.00003 to ±0.000003 cm-I ). The data are too extensive for separate tabulation here, but we quote a two-term formula that predicts the intervals MeD) for n>4 with good accuracy [Leuchs and Walther, 1979] : [1976] (n=3-6) , and Sternheimer et a1. [1978] (n=3-6), for example. Cooke et a1. [1977] measured the frequencies of nd 2D3/2-(n -+l)p 2P~/2 and nd 2D 3/2 -(n + l)p zP;/2 transitions for n = 30-32. The corresponding frequencies predicted by quantum-defect formulae for the nd 2D (baricenter) and np 2p~/2 positions [Martin, 19BO] , together with. the formulae for the MeD) and MepO) intervals, agree with the observed frequencies to within the experimental errors of ±4 MHz (±0.00013 em-I). Similarly predicted frequencies for the 29d zD_31p zP" and 28d 2D-29d 2D separations agree with the measurements of Fabre et a1. [1978] to within their experimental errors.
nl (1;>3) Terms and Fine Structure
The nf2Fo terms are given through n=30, the ng 2G terms through n = 20, and the nh 2Ho and ni 21 terms through n= 10. The derivations of the formulae used to calculate the bracketed levels have been described elsewhere [Martin, 1980] . Accurate experimental quantum defects for the 13f-17f 2 Fo terms [Gallagher et aI., 1976b] were included in the evaluation of the nf2Fo -formula constants. The quantum defects from the ng 2G and nh 2Ho formulae, also, agree with experimental values [Gallagher et aI., 1976b] and theoretical values [Freeman and Kleppner, 1976] for 13g-15g 2G and 13h-15h 2Ho to within equivalent term errors that are negligihle r.omp::tred with the ±O.03 cm-I uncertainty of the limit. For comparison with the experimental values in the main There is some indication that the calculated r~/ ;'F" ie-\'(' 1;-, III the region of n=28 are too high with respect to Ih!' !i1'HI!'}' calculated nd 2D levels by ~ 100 MHz (0.003 to 0.00/\, 1.'111'\) [Martin, 1980] . Measurements of the fine-structure intervab for ~I.'vtrnl nf2fo terms have shown them to be close to hydrogt 'nit' values. Bjorkholm and Liao [1976] observed non-allowed two-photon 3s 2S1I2-4f2Fo transitions and determined the 4f2Fo interval as 229±4 MHz; the value given by the hydrogenic formulae [Erickson, 1977] adjusted to the Na nuclear mass is 228.6 MHz (0.007626 em-I). Gallagher et al. [1977a] measured the intervals for the llf, 13f, a~d 14f2Fo terms to about 2% uncertainties and obtained values about 5% less than the hydrogenic values. Less accurate values for the 11f-17f 2Fo intervals were measured earlier by Gallagher et al. [1976a] .
The results for the nf ?F n intervals lead to the expectation of near-hydrogenic fine structures for the terms of higher angular momentum (l>4). The 13g-17g 2G and 13h-15h 2Ho intervals measured by Gallagher et al. [1976b] are consistent with hydrogenic values, but the uncertainties are, respectively, comparable to and about three times larger than the hydrogenic intervals.
gJ Values
Accurate measurements of the relatively small deviations from Lande gj values (corrected for the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron) are of interest in one-electron spectra. Beahn and Bedard [1977] determined the g; value of the 3s 2S 1I2 ground ,state of 23Na as 2.00229563 ±0.00000016 using a spin-exchange optical pumping technique and known data for 87Rb and for the electron. Hartmann [1970] , by the optical double-resonance technique, obtained a value of 0.66581±0.00012 for the g; value of the 3p 2p~/2 level.
Levels Above the Ionization Limit
Configurations involving excitations from tht' 2p or 2s shell have been identified in the interpretation of photoabsorption spectra below 410 A. Lines obser\,t~d ill lliHH>rption from the ground level were assumed to urisl· from transitions to odd-parity levels having .I = ~ or g. (:lIl1nerude et al. [1971] measured such features ill 11]1' n'gioll I HO-41 0 A, their classifications including tlH' outstanding doublet 2l2p 6 3s 2S1l2-2l2P"3l2p~n II:' near ·tOO A. Wolff et al. [1972] also observed the grollnd-I('\'('1 ahsorption spectrum, including many (mostly wI'ak"r) lillI'S not observed by Connerade et aJ. Most of the odd 11'\'1'1:-. givI'n here between the Na II 2i2/' ISll and 2.\"'2/:15 I p~ limits are from lines measured by both of tllt'sl' grollp:-,.tlll' two wavenumber determinations havin~ Iwen a\'(·rag,~d. A ff'W levels from lines measured ollly by Wolff 1'1 III. are included. Most of the levels art· probahly I\(Tlll'all' to within ±20 em-I. These levels 1I111s1 bdong llIainly to 2s 2 2/':tms and 2i2p 5 3snd (n,) :3) configuratiolls, bill their detaileu interpretation will in most eases probahly require calculations including the significant configuration interactions IWolff et aI., 1972]. We have followed Wolff et a1. in listing a number of the levels below 306 500cm-1 without configuration assignments.
Their suggested assignments for some of the othe~ levels in ,this region are given tentatively. Connerade et a1. suggested different assignments for most of these levels. The identifications of higher members of the overlapping series 2l2p s 3sCpO)nd (n=6-12) and 2l2p s 3sCPO)ns 2po (n=7-9) were made by Connerade et a1. These series were extended by Wolff et a1. to n = 20 and to n = 12, respectively, the CpO)nd features being interpreted as arising from all three transitions (to the J=!, t i levels) allowed by the J selection rule. We have not listed these C pO)nd positions above n=12.
The levels of the 2l2p s 3s3p and 2i2p s 3s4p even configurations are from absorption lines (356-398 .A) observed by Sugar et a1. [1979] and classified as transitions from the excited 2i2p63p 2po lower term. We have evaluated the upper levels directly from the experimental wavelengths; since the 3p 2p;l2-2p;/2 separation of 17 em -I was not resolved, the upper levels having J = l or i were obtained with values for the lower 3p 2po term adjusted to the theoretical (statistical) intensities of the two unresolved components of each line. The stated wavel~mgth error of ±0.02 .A corresponds to a level error of about ± 15 em-I.
Even-parity auto ionizing levels of Na I have also been identified from ejected-electron spectra [see, e.g., Ross et aI., 1976, and Pegg et aI., 1975] . Sugar et a1. reinterpreted several features. in these spectra on the basis of their calculations of the above configurations (including interactions with additional configurations). The levels derived from electron data are not included here. Berry et a1. [1974] suggested the classification 2l2.lepO)3s3pCpO) 4D 712 -2i2p s epO)3s3d(3D) 4F;/2 for a line observed at 3882.8 .A in beam-foil spectra.
No other optical lines involving these levels have been classified, but the 4D7/2 level can be estimated from the calcula- 2seS)2p 6 3s3p(3po) 2po resonance, which was first observed by Cuum:raue el aI., l~ati a tilriking Beutler-Fano profile with a width of about 2700 cm-l [Codling et aI., 1977] . La Villa et a1. give the energies and tentative classifications for several higher resonances (up to 636 600 cm -1). Wu [1971] reobserved this spectrum and extended the analysis to include the classification of more than 500 lines from 270 to 6566 A. His line list has not been published, but the wavelengths and classifications listed by Kelly and Palumbo [1973] for the region below 2000 A are from his results. The tables of Bowen [1928] and Frisch [1931] give most of the lines classified in the earlier analyses, the original LS term designations for the 2p 5 3d and 4s levels being due to . Tsui et a1. [1965] list 18 lines due to 3d-4f transitions (4293-4533 A).
ENERGY LEVELS OF SODIUM
Most of the levels below the ionization limit are from Wu's thesis. All the excited levels have a standard-deviation error of 2 em -1 with respect to the 2 p 6 ISO ground level. The standard-deviation error of differences between the excited levels varies from perhaps 0.5 em-lor less for levels given to one decimal place to less than 0.1 cm-I for most of the twoplace levels.
The levels are arranged into terms of the most appropriate c~upling scheme, LS or II t, for each configuration.
The leading percentages are from Hansen's calculations [1980] . The first percentages listed for the 2p 5 3s and 2p 5 3p levels apply to the LS-coupling designations, the leading percentages in J 1 I coupling being given after the word "or".
The first percentages for the 2p 5 3d, 2p 5 4s, and 2p 5 4p levels are for the II t-coupling designations, with the leading LS percentages following. Hansen's calculation of the 2p 5 3p levels included a 2S correction dIscussed III his 19'/0 paper. The calculation for 2p 5 3d and 2p 5 4s included the interaction between these configurations; the largest configuration mixing occurs between the 2p s ep;/z)3d 2[3/ z t and 2p s ep;I2)4s 2[3/ z r pain;, the eigenvectors for each of these terms including a large (21-31 %) component from the other term.
Several of Wu's 2/4p levels have unexpectedly large deviations from the relative positions predicted by Hansen's calculations. Pending further results on the analysis, we 'have omitted four of these levels and tentatively changed one I value. The reality of Wu'~ 2p5ep~/z)4p 2[l]o level ha~ heen previously questioned Kaufman, 1975, A. M. Crooker, private communication, 1975] . We have replaced his (lP;/2)4p 2{5/ 2 ]3 level with a new value based on two pre-vIOusly unclassified lines. Une ot the '2p G 4d levels is shown as tentative, and one 2p 5 5j level was omitted. Two 2p 5 6j levels are listed as questionable, and we have also made minor revisions in the values of a few higher 2p5nj and ng levels.
Wu determined the energy of the Na III 2/ 2 p a term bari-celJter with respect to the Na II ground level by fitting a corepolarization formula to the Na II '2pG4j~ 5j~ and 6f config-urations. Since the resulting values of the Na III 2p5 2po levels are probably accurate to within a few tenths of one cm-' with respect to the excited Na II levels, these 2po limits should have about the same accuracy as the excited levels with respect to the Na II ground level (±2 em-I). The baricenter of any Na II 2/'nl (l~3) configuration can be predicted from the Na III 2p5 2po baricenter and the polarization parameters; Wu gives predicted v.alues for the 2p5nf, ng, and nh configurations through n = 10.
The three lowest terms above the Na III 2i2ps 2pa limits, i.e., the 2s2p 6 3s 3S and IS and 2s2p 6 3p 3po terms, are from measurements of ejected-electron spectra by Breuckmann et a1. [1977] . The auto ionization width of each of the 2s2p 6 3s levels (.-2100 em-I) is about half their separation and is larger than the separation of the Na III 2l2l 2 p;/2 and 2p~/2 final states. We have taken the 2s2p 6 3s 3S 1 level as 18.65 eV above the Na III 2p;/2 limit [ Fig. 7 The levels are from new observations and analysis of the spectrum by Lundstrom and Minnhagen [1972] , Minnhagen an(i Nietsche [1972] , and Minnhagen [1975] . Lundstrom and Minnhagen give wavelengths for 90 Na III lines in the 181-:~80 A range and for the 2s2/ 2 S Il2 -2i2p 4 ep)3p 2po3/2 line at 649.5 A. Their measurements allowed determination of the 2i2l 2po interval to better than ± 1 em -I, the 2s2p6 25 112 level and the 2i2p\3p)3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s levels being determined to about ±1.5 to ±2.5 em-I with respect to the ground level. The 2s 2 2p\ID)3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s levels should be accurate to about ±3 em-I relative to the ground level, the (,5)3s, 3p, 3d, and 4s levels to about ±4 cm-I , and the 2l2p Minnhagen classified about 80 lines (1755-2010 A) as 2p 4 3d-4j transitions. Most of the 2p44j levels are accurate to about ±O.l to ±0.3 cm-1 with respect to the 2p 4 3d levels, which means an uncertainty of about ±3 cm-1 relative to the ground level. A signifil':mt feature of the level determinations by Minnhagen and Nietsche is that the quartet-doublet level differences, within and between the different configuration groups as discussed above, have the same accuracies as corresponding dItferences within the multiplicity systems. Minnhagen and Nietsche give details of their extension and revision of the term system. Most of the previously known levels retained by them were first located by Soderqvist J. Phy~. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 10, No.1, 1981 [1934], whose monograph includes references to earlier work on Na III.
The leading percentages for the 2p 43p and 2p 43d levels are from Minnhagen and Nietsche, who list all percentages >3%. The LS-coupling purities of the 2p 4 3p levels are mostly high, but two of the 2p 43d levels (j = 5/ 2 ) have the same 2p 4ep)3d 2D leading component. The designations here are those of Minnhagen and Nietsche, except that we omit any name for one of these levels, 465 398 em-I. Minnhagen and Nietsche also calculated the 2p 4 3s and 2p 4 4s levels. The LS purities are high, the largest mixing being between 2p 4 ep)4s 4P3/2 and 2P3/2 (a 6% mixture in each of the two eigen vectors).
Minnhagen notes that the 2p 44f levels fall into five groups, according to the 2p 4 parent levels, and are further grouped into close pairs. The leading perGentages in the fll l:UUplillg lSdu:aIlt:, [fUUl Millub<tgcu'::. pavel, velify the high purity of these levels in this scheme. The missing 2l(lSO)4f 2[3t level pair is calculated to lie near 582 270 cm-" i.e., above the Na IV 2p 43 p limits, and
Minnhagen notes matrix elements allowing autoionization from these levels . 10hannesson and Lundstrom derived the ionization energy by careful isoelectronic interpolation. No estimate of the error was given, but it may be comparable to the error of ±lO cm-I estimated for their Mg IV limit determination. SOderqvist's analysis of this spectrum included classification of 73 lines in the 129-412 A region as transitions to the 2l2/~ ground-configuration levels from upper 2s2l and 2i2/ns, nd singlet and triplet levels [Soderqvist, 1934J. A few 2i2/3s-3p and 3p-3d transitions as observed in beam-foil spectra were classified· by Gaillard et a1. and by Dufay et al. Minnhagen [1976] has used new observations of the 136-412 A and 1456-2156 A regions to make a major extension of the analysis and to improve the values of most of the previously known levels. A total of about 150 lines are classified.
The triplp.t and Foinglet tp.rm!'l. are from Minnhagen's paper, except for the 2p6 IS level, which is from Edlen [1980] . Minnhagen determined the 2i2p43p and 2s2/ 3 po levels to about ± 1 em-I. We list the 2l2p 4 1 D2 level to the nearest 0.1 em-I, since its determination from the 2i2p43p_ 1 D nebular lines [Bowen, 1960] should be accurate to about ±1 em-I. The 2l2p 41 S, 2s2 p 5Ipo, and 2 p 6 IS levels are probably accurate to about ±2 em-I. The uncertainties of the higher triplet and singlet levels with respect to the ground term are generally larger, increasing to about ±10 cm-1 for some of the highest levels. The relatioe positions of those hig,her level~ given to the nearest 0.1 cm-\ however, should be accurate to about ±0.2 to ±0.4 em-I. Minnhagen also established the levels of the three quintet terms with good relative accuracy, but no lines connecting them with the triplet and singlet systems have been classified. An unknown common correction "x" is thus added to each quintet level. The position of the quintet system for x = 0 is a prediction based on the values of the 2i2p3(4S0)3s 5sO and (4SC)3d 5Do terms calculated by Kaufman and Wyart [1980J and the experimental separation of these two terms. This prediction differs by only 80 cm-1 from the connection predicted by Minnhagen, and the standard error is about 300 em -I. Soderqvist [1946] and Minnhagen have located one term belonging to a configuration of the type ~2p4nl (n~3), the 2s2p4(4P)3d 3D term lying above the ionization limit. Buchet and Buchet-Poulizac classified a line at 220 A as the unresolved Na IV multiplet 2s21' 3pc _2s2p4(4p)3s 3p. The resulting 2s2p4(4p)3s 3p position near 699000 cm-l appears consistent with the data for Mg V.and Al VI, but we have not included the term here pending more accurate wavelength measurements and resolution of the fine structure.
Minnhagen's paper includes the results of theoretical calculations of the 2i2/3s, 3p and 3d configurations. The leading eigenvector percentages given here for the 2l2/3p levels are from these calculations, some of the percentages close to 100% and some smaller second percentages being from a private communication [Minnhagen, 1980] . Minnhagen [1976] notes a few doubtful points in the analysis and includes comparisons of several configurations along the isoelectronic sequence.
The leading percentages for the 2s2p5, 2l2p 3 3s, and 2i2/'3d levels are from a recent calculation that included the interactions of these three odd-parity configurations [Kaufman and Wyart, 1980; see Artru and Kaufman, 1980] . Although the configuration mixing in the eigenvectors is at mf)~t II fpw ppr~p.nt, Artru ann Kaufman found inclusion of the configuration interactions important to account for rather large displacements of several terms from their predicted single-configuration positions.
The ground-configuration 2i2p 4-levels· are very pure in LS coupling, but the small mixing of the two J=2 states and of the two J = 0 states is important for calculation of forbidden-line tranSItIOn probabilities. Garstang gives expansion formulae for the mixing coefficients for the land p4 configurations. These formulae and his values for the spin interaction parameters give 0.057% mixing of the Na IV ZS?Zpd llP2 and 'D2 states and 0.18% mixing of the llP O and ISO states (these being the squares of Garstang's coefficientn band d, respectively, expressed as percentages).
The ionization energy was derived by Edlen n9641 from formulae adjusted to give a best fit for the isoelectronie datu. His value agrees well with the value given by Sodcrqvbl, 797 741 em-I. No uncertainty was stated, but an t!fI'oi' greater than a few hundred cm-l is unlikely. We have reevaluated the doublet levels, based on the quartet-doublet intersystem connection discovered by Edlen [19641 and consideration of the entire combination array. A value of -36 em -1 is adopted for both intervals 2l2/ 20~12-20;/2 and 2s2p 4 20 5 / 2 -20 312 , this value for the former interval agreeing somewhat better with the observations and with Edlen's [1972] predicted value of -46 cm~l than does Soderqvist's value of -25 em-I. The 2s2p44p levels are probably accurate to within ±10 to ±15 cm-'\ and the doublet levels up to the 2p5 2po term should have· about this accuracy within the doublet system; the errors of intersystem differences may be several times larger, but the experimental system connection differs from Edlen's [1972] predicted value by only 23 em-I. Beginning a little below 900 000 cm-I we have rounded most of the levels to the nearest 10 em-I, since some. of the levels in this region may have errors up to ±lOO cm-i or more.
A number of the upper levels appear questionable in that they are derived from single weak lines or lines also assigned to other ionization stages. Most such levels are assigned to 2i2i4s, 4d, or 5d terms. We have specifically indicated some of the more questionable doublet levels as tentative. Soderqvist's 2i2p 2 ep)4d 2FS/2 and 2i2p 2(3p)4s 4P3/2 levels are omitted, the former having two inconsistent combinations and the latter no combinations in the line list.
Soderqvist's [19461 value for the ionization energy as derived from series data is quoted above. to the nearest 100 em-I. fit of semiempirical formulae to the isoelectronic sequence yielded a value 100 cm-I lower. No estimate of the uncertainty was given.
No VI 2=11 C I isoelectronic sequence Ionization energy 1 388 750±400 cm-1 (172.18±0.05 eV)
The levels are based mainly on the observations and analysis. by S6derqvist, whose 1946 paper gives 134 lines assigned to Na VI in the range 80-638 A. Fawcett measured and Classified the three 2s2/-2p 4-lines arising from the 2/" ID2 and ISO levels; the isoelectronic data showed that Soderqvist's value for the former level was incorrect [Fawcett, 1971, Anno and Teruya, 1971 ]. Goto, Gautam, and .To!',hi ga.vP. a. nllmhp.r of npw lint>" in thf:> 119-??05 A r:mgp.
as belonging to this spectrum:
We have redetermined or confirmed the level values.
Most of the 2i2l ~ 2s2/, and 2/ triplet levels are probably accurate to about ±15 em-I. The singleHriplet intercombinations classified by Soderqvist occur at shorter wavelengths, and the lowest singlet levels may thus have an additional systematic error with respect to the ground and other low triplet levels; the 2i2/ I D 2 -:{P 2 separation adopted here, however, is only 12 cm-J less than that given by Edlen's semi-empiricaJ formuJae. Beginning with the 2s22p~s eonfignration Wi> havp rmmrlerl off the higher level.,.:
to the nearest 10 em-I, since the uncertainty increases and may be ± 100 em-lor larger for the highest levels.
The quintet system of levels was' established by Soueryv i~l, but he found no imercombination lines connecting this system with the triplets. Goto et a1. classified two lines as transitions from the 2s2p3 5S; level to the 2i2/ 3PI and 3P 2 levels (974 and 985 A~ relative intensities 10 and 5, respectively). These classifications may be questioned, however, since the transition to the 3p 2 level is calculated to be the stronger of the two lines in the isoelectronic sequence up to about Cr XIX [Kastner et aI., 1977] , and this nectien given by the above classifications as tentative and listed the quintet levels with "+x" to indicate a possih1e systematic correction, The most probable value of x estimated solely from isoelectronic extrapolation procedures [Ed len et aI., 1969] would appear to be about -200 to -400 em-I.
Several levels based on single weak (usually doubly classified) lines are given here as tentative and three of the more doubtful high levels were omitted; the .. e grl?' ~oderf{vi."t'o; 2l2p5d :ip;, 2s2ieD)4d :ID, and 2s2ieD)5d ')F levels.
The 2s22pnd IF; levels (n=3 through 6) appear to constitute the best series for determination of the ionization energy. We have redetermined the limit of this series, which is the Na VII 2i2p 2p~/2 level, using the 2pnd IF:~ positions given here. The resulting value for the Na VII 2i2p 2p~/2 principal limit is given above. Ionization energy 1 681 700±250 cm-1 (208.51±0.03 eV)
Na
The levels are based on the observations and analysis by Soderqvist, whose 1944 paper gives 158 lines classified as Na VII transitions in the range 62-492 A. The positions of the 2i4d 2DS/2 and 2/CD)3p 2Do levels have been changed to agree better with the experimental wavenumbers of their transitions. The values of most of the other doublet levels are as given by Soderqvist, adjusted to a value of zero for the ground level, except that beginning with the 2l3s 2S 1/2 level at 951 350 cm-I all levels are rounded to the nearest 10 em-I. The errors of some of the higher levels may be ± 100 cm-1 or more, whereas the probable errors of most of the lower doublets (given to the nearest em-I) should be of the order of ±lO cm-l. Fawcett's observations of this spectrum included the 2s2/ 2P-2i' 2Do doublet near 780 A, but the measured wavelengths of the two (diagonal) lines were less accurate than predictions from Soderqvist's levels.
The quartet system of levels is listed with an unknown added quantity "x" because no quartet-doublet transitions have been definitely identified. The position of the quartets relative to the doublets is from Edlen's estimate of the 2s2/+P position (by graphic methods applied to the isoelectronic sequence). The uncertainty of this connection should be mueh smaller than the 209 em-I by which it dif· fers from the previous estimate by Soderqvist. The dif· ferences between Soderqvist's values for the 2s2/ 4 P and 2p 3 +S;~f;( levels are 18 cm-1 less than his experimental WRve· numbers for the corresponding three lines connecting these terms. We have thus raised the 2l 4 SO level, and consequently the . higher even-parity quartet levels, by this amount relative to the 2s2/ 4p levels. Three other quartet levels have been changed by varying amounts, again to give better agreement with experimental wavenumbers.
Soderqvist gave the 2p 2 ep)3d 2F, 2D, and 2s2pepO)4d 2Fo levels as tentative. We list as questionable several additional levels based entirely on lines classified as belonging partly to other Na spectra or on single weak lines.
Interactions of the configurations based on the different cores (2i, .2s2p, 2/) can be expected, and the interpretation of some of the higher leyels should probably be regarded as tentative. The limit given above is the value given by S6derqvist (l 681 679 em-I) rounded to the nearest 100 em-I. We obtained a limit of 1 681 750 cm-I by optimizing a quantumdefect plot of the longest series, 3ind 2Ds/2 (n=3-8). Our estimate of the probable error is based on this series. Soderqvist analyzed this spectrum as obtained with a vacuum-spark source. The classified lines occurred in two regions. with three longer-wavelength transitions comprising the 2i ISo-2s2p Ip~ resonance line (411 A) and two 2s2p apo _2p2 3p lines. Fawcett's measurements of the 2s2p-2/ lines (492-500.A) include the complete 3po _3p multiplet and .the lp~_lSO line. The 2li2p ClUJ 2p2 h::veb given here are from EdU~n, who has evaluated the levels of these configurations for Be I-like spectra by combining the experimental data with requirements of isoelectronic regularity. It appears ,that the probable errors for these Na VIII levels are not greater than a few em-I. The· values of the 2s2p 3po and 2/ 3p levels with respect to the 2i ISo /:5wuml level a:;) Jelt::HuineJ by Edlen may be all> accurate a5 the intra system separations (singlet-singlet or triplet-triplet); we have, however, listed the triplet levels with a quantity "+x" to indicate the lack of an experimental determination of the intersystem connection for Na VIll.
Soderqvist's 1944 paper has 83 lines in the range 51-118.A classified as transitions from 2snl and 2pnl (n>3) levels of Na VIII. We have redetermined these higher levels by combining Soderqvist's wavenumbers with the low levels from Edlen. Most of the higher levels are rounded to the nearest 10 em-I, the probable errors varying from perhaps 20 or 30 cm-I to more than 100 em-I, (The quantity "x" is probably negligible compared to the experimental uncertainties of these levels.)
A number of the higher level5 are given here aa expected to be the strongest combination or otherwise questionably classified. The classification of the weaker lines is complicated by interactions between the two series types (2snl and 2pnl') known to occur in this isoelectronic sequence. The lowest missin~ term, 2s3p 3po, is predicted to lie about 3000 cm-I above the 2s3p Ipo term [Odabasi, 1969] . Odabasi's configurationpinteraction eigenvectors for the 2s3p terms. in this sequence indicate that depression of the 2sSp lpo term hy interactiUIl with 2pSii Ipo i~ IIlCliuly responsible for this anomaly; in Na VIII the percentage composition of the 2s3p Ipo term includes 9.6% 2p3s Ipa, whereas the mixing of the 3po terms from these two configurations is only 0.7%. Odabasi's eigenvectors include contributions from nine configurations. We derived the quoted ionization limit by minimizing irregularitiea in a quantum-defect plot for the 2and I D2 series, which appears to be the least perturbed of the fourmember series. This value for the limit agrees with the value given by Soderqvist (2 131 140 within the experimental uncertainty. The agreement of Edlen's values with experimental values along the sequence makes an error greater than --5 cm-I for the Na IX 2p 2po levels appear unlikely. We have reevaluated S6derqvist's ns (n>3) and nd levels based wholly or in part on combinations with the 2p 2p;/2 level, since the new value of this level' is 24 cm-1 above his determination. The values of all the linl (n>3) levels are rounded to the nearest 10 em-I, the estimated errors varying from perhaps ±50 cm-1 to about ±200 em-I.
The Ritz formulae for 1ins and 1inp and the polarization formula for 1inl (l>2) given by Edlen predict the entire spectrum for levels below the Ii ISO limit. Levels calculated from the formulae are of course free of series irregularities arising from experimental error, and the absolute accuracy of the formulae appears to be at least comparable to the experimental accuracy. Kastner gives predicted intervals for the np 2po, nd 2n, and nf 2Fo terma through n -= 10 and notc5 the relatively large irregularities of the experimental Na IX nd 2D splittings for n =4 and 6 (almost certainly due to experimental errors).
In addition to the 2p 2po interval, we have used Edlen's results for the ionization energy, the 4f 2Fo and 5s 25 terms, and the 4p 2pQ interval (not resolved by Soderqvist). Edlen's iaoclectronic-formula value for the ionization energy, which i~ given here rounded to the nearest 10 em-I, is 50 cm-1 above Soderqvist's value and 25 cm-1 below the (average) value obtained by Edlen using another method. The 4/2Fo and 55 2S levels are taken at Edlen's values with respect to the limit (not with respect to lower levels, for which the values given here 'differ somewhat from those used by Edlen). The quantum defect of Soderqvi5t' 5,5 2S1/2 level i5 very irregular in the ns 2S 1/2 series, the indicated error of his measurement of the weak 2p 2P;I2-5s 2S112 line being about 400 cm -l, Edlen rejected an experimental identification of the 3d 2D_ 4f2Fo line [Fawcett, 1971] as being too far from the predicted wavelength.
The wavenumber given by Soderqvist for the 25 2S 112 -7p 2po line gives a more regular behavior of the np 2po seriC5 than would the value 2 235 986 cm-J corresponding to the tabulated wavelength (44.723 A..); the latter is thus assumed to be a misprint for 44.725 A...
The terms of the Is2l, ls2s2p, and Is2p2 configurations are included in the table. Spectral features due to such K-shell excitations, which of course lie far above the Il1so ionization limit, have been observed near or blended with the Na X Ii IS o -1snp Ipo, 3po resonance lines in the 11 A.. region. Transitions from the ls2s2p and Is2/ doublet terms are among the strongest contributors to such features in the spectra of laser-produced plasmas [see, e.g., Aglitskji et a1.]. Since the available wavelength measurements for these lines in Na refer to unresolved blends, we have given the levels as obtained from energy separations calculated by Vainshtein and Safronova [1975; see also their 1978 publication] . The Is2l and Is2p2 levels were derived by combining Vainshtein and 5afronova's results with the 1i2p 2po levels given here, and all the K-excitation levels were rounded to the nearest 100 em-I. Comparisons of theoretical and experimental values of such terms in higher spectra of this isoelectronic sequence suggest that errors greater than about ±2000 cm-I are unlikely for the Na IX calculated levels. (The errors of the calculated fine-structure splittings should be much smaller.) The paper of Boiko et al. and references cited therein give wavelengths for transitions from ls2121' terms and also ls2l3l' terms. Feldman et aI., for example, have The theoretical values for the lower levels of the series can be extended to obtain values for arbitrarily high memo bt:lS. Tltt: l.m5 allJ hnp levels given fur n=6-10 we Ie obtained from Ritz formulae with constants derived by fitting Ermolaev and lones' lower terms (n=2-5) to within maximum deviations of'! to 3 cm-I : I The estimated errors for the ionization energies and the Isns and lsnp levels given in our compilations for Mg XI and Al XII [see references in the Introduction] were based on the accuracies of the ionization energies stated by Ermolaev and Jones in their summary Table 1 . A closer reading of Sec. 3 of their paper indicates that the estimated errors of the ionization energies !J;iven in the above compilations should be increased by about an order of ~agnitude; these increased errors apply to all the excited levels with respect 10 the ground states.
Level/cm-I = 11 816995.5 -10 97:3 4lJ1)(II0) 0' n -n* = a + bn-2 + cn-I The 3po values are for the term baricenters.
lsnd and lsnf Terms
Theoretical values are also given for the Isnd and lSI~( terms through n = 6. The values are based on variational calculations for ls3d [Brown, 1968] and higher lsnd terms [Brown and Cortez, 1971 ] and for the Isnf terms [Brown, 1969] . These calculations did not include relativistic and. radiative corrections, but combination of the Isnl term values (obtained from the total energies) with the Is 2S 1I2 ionization limit of Ermolaev and Jones yields lsnl levels effectively including these corrections for the Is electron. The error in Ermolaev and Jones' value for the ionization energy obviously must be included in the errors of the resulting lsnl positions with respect to the ground level. As an approximation for the largest of the remaining corrections, the relativis;tir. shift :lssor.1atp.n with thp. n.l p.lp.r.tron, wp. :Jssnmp.d the Sommerfeld-Dirac correction for the baricenterof the hydrogenic nl term for core charge 1 0 [Edh~n, ] 964].
This smaller relativistic lowering of the levels varies from 325 cm 1 for the ls3d terms to 4:5 cm-1 for the ls(~ terms. The fine-structure separations of the 1s:3d :1J) levels are from Vainshtein and Safronova's calculations l1976J. Their values for the Is3l levels, whieh indtHle relativistic and radiative contributions, give the Is3d :ID and In lerms lower by 83 and .153 cm-1 , respectively, relalive 10 the ls3s singlettriplet mean position than is obtained with the levels given here. The ls3l positions with resped to the Ii Iso ground level as calculated by Vainshtein and Safronova, however, are higher than the 'values here by 453 cm-I (ls3d ID 2 ) to 680 cm-I (the ls3p'lpo levels).
It is of interest to compare the lsnd and Isnf energies with predictions of the core-polarization theory of term def(Tt:-; III two-dectron ions. For this purpose the energies arc taken with respect to the Is 2S lI2 limit, and the appropriait' IJuantities from Brown, or Brown and Cortez, are till' differences between the calculated (non-relativistic) Isnl sillgld-Iriplet mean energies and the corresponding Bohr I.xdlop,ellic elJeIgie:; (lOOR Na ln 2 ). The:;e diffelellCe:5, which are the ealculated non-relativistic term defects, range from 2(,B em-I for Is3d to 2 cm-I for Is6f. They are smaller than lilt' core-polarization defects predicted in the dipole plus (Iuadrupole-polarizability approximation [Martin, 1970, and references therein] by 19 to 31 em -1 for the Isnd terms and by 2 to 3 cm-1 for the lsnf terms. These results and similar comparisons for other two-electron ions indicate that, in this region of the isoeleetronie sequence, the polarization formulae yield relatively accurate values for all the Isnl ([";>2) non-relativistic singlet-triplet mean energies. Levels of the higher Isnd and lsnf configurations in Na X can be derived from Ritz formulae fitted to the lower members of these series as given here.
Hyperfine Structure
The magnetic moment of the Na 23 nucleus (2.218uN' spin ' ;l/2) gives a hyperfine-strueture factor a s = 16.7 cm-1 for the Na XI Is electron {Kastner, 1972]. We call attention to the resulting hyperfine structures of the Na X lsnl triplet levels [Kopfermann, 1958] , which are thus comparable to or larger than some of the calculated fine-structure and term separations given here. It will be necessary to take the hyperfine splittings into account if sufficiently accurate observations are made.
Doubly Excited Configurations
Transitions of the type Isnl-2l'nl" (n>2) from doubly excited upper configurations in Na X can give rise to "satellite" features near the Na XI Is 2'::J_2p 2pv resonance doublet at 10.02 A. Feldman et aI., for example, have observed such Na X features in the spectra of laser-produced plasmas. The main transitions involved were identified by Feldman et aI., but most such features may be unresolved hlends [see, for example, the more recent interpretation of the analogous Mg Xl features in Table 6 of Boiko et al.] .
Several of the stronger features are from 2s2p and 2p2 upper terms [Feldman et a1.] . The 2s 2 IS level, the 2s2p 3pa and Ipe levels, and the 2p2 ID and IS levels are given here as calculated relative to the ground level by Vainshtein and Safronova [1976] ; the 2p23p levels from this reference were lowered by 400 cm -1 for inclusion here, to improve the overall agleemeut wiLh valuet; frum the calculated Is2p ~po_ 2p 23 p wavelengths [V~inshtein and Safronova, 1978] combined with the ls2p 3po levels given here. All the doubly excited levels are rounded to the nearest 100 em-l. Such theoretical values have proved accurate to within the experimental errors of the available measurements in this region of the isoelectronic sequence [Boiko et a1.] , which would correspond to about ±2000 cm-1 for Na X.
Transitions from upper terms belonging to configurations of the type 2l'3l" have also been identified as contributing to satellite features of the hydrogenic-ion Is 2S_2p 2po resonance doublet in the spectra of nearby elements. We have not included such terms here, but theoretical values are given by Vainshtein and Safronova [1976] , for example. The levels and ionization energy are based on theoretical values calculated by Erickson using the nuclear mass for the naturally occurring Na 23 isotope. The values here are adjusted to the Rydberg constant determined by Goldsmith, Weber, and Hansch (Roc = 109 737.31476±0.00032 em-I).
The standard-deviation error of ±2 em-I in the ionization energy also applies to all the excited levels with respect to the ground level. The errors for the separations of excited levels are smaller; Erickson gives each level to the number of decimal places appropriate for a stated quantum-electrodynamics error. His table is complete through n = 11 and has the ns, np, and nl (l=n-l) levels through n=20. We give all levels through n = 5 and list the ns and np levels through n=10.
The uncertainty of the ionization energy in e V units arises from the conversion factor (see the introduction).
The experimental uncertamtles of wavelength measurements in the region of the Na Xl ls-np resonance series are very large in comparison with any expected errors in the corresponding theoretical wavelengths. Aglitskii et aI., for example, have measured the wavelengths of the Is 2S_2p 2po and Is 2S_3p 2po unresolved doublet lines from laserproduced plasmas as 10.026±O.003 A and 8.461 ±O.004 A.
